Safety Ambassador Duties

- Safety ambassadors are expected to arrive at the field no later than 15 minutes before the start of games
- Must have access to their email at the field via phone, tablet, computer, or other source
  - Safety ambassadors may leave the field after they have checked in all players from the final game of the night and ensure players from the previous game have left and are not gathering in the parking lot or bleacher areas
    - Approximately 9:30pm for softball
    - Approximately 9:45pm for kickball
- Safety ambassadors will need to check in all players from each team for each game and verify players are on roster
  - PSL staff will send an email with an updated list of valid rosters the afternoon you are scheduled to monitor
- Expected to help with the flow of player traffic
  - Guiding players out of the dugouts and to their cars after a game ends
  - Ensuring the next set of teams waits in their cars until the benches from the previous game have been cleared out
  - Reminding teams that they may not take the field until the other team has cleared the field
  - Maintaining entrance and exit gates when available
- Responsible for the sanitization of kickballs or softballs between each game
- Ensure teams and players are adhering to current social distancing guidelines throughout each game
- Ensure players have access to hand sanitizer at all times
- Ensure teams and players are following PSL rules and restrictions regarding COVID-19
  - Ex. Kickball and softball teams may only bring 15 players to a game
  - Ex. No spectators are permitted, including children and pets
  - Ex. No alcohol
  - Ex: No high-fives, handshakes, spitting, etc.